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INTRODUCTION
DarexTravel Cryptocurrency Token is a decentralised payment solution focused on simplifying
travel on a global scale. The goal of DarexTravel is to utilize the blockchain, providing features
such as E-commerce, instantaneous payments, merchant adoption, and travel reward integration.
All transactions within the ecosystem will be made via the transfer of “Dart” tokens, which can be
purchased on cryptocurrency exchanges. As the project and adoption grows, the number of
exchanges in which consumers can purchase Dart will grow.

OUR MISSION – WHY DART?
Foreign and domestic travel is a multi-billion dollar industry. Unfortunately, today’s consumer is
faced with a myriad of challenges such as currency exchange rates, credit card or money transfer
fees, and government tariffs.
At DarexTravel, we aim to bring the travel and social experience to the consumer through
decentralization. By using the DarexTravel ecosystem and the “DART” token, consumers have a
platform and method of payment to book air, land & sea travel, accommodations, guides, and
holiday (vacation) packages while eliminating the cost of a “middle man” or 3rd party booking agent,
or government taxation.
To gain mass adoption, DarexTravel will not only target the global consumer, but will forge
strategic partnerships with the likes of small businesses to large corporations within the travel
industry.
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DAREXTRAVEL E-COMMERCE
DECENTRALIZED PLATFORM
• Backed by Waves E-Commerce technology.
• All payments for Foreign and Domestic travel flights and accommodations with partners who
accept Dart will be made via the DarexTravel platform.
• As part of our loyalty program and “mass adoption” strategy, consumers will be rewarded in the
form of Dart for booking via the online platform
✓ Distributed Dart rewards will be comparable to the fiat value of the reservation.
•

Dart tokens will also be used to purchase products through our decentralized E-commerce
shopping platform (in development). Examples:
✓ Luggage
✓ Neck pillows
✓ Passport wallets
✓ Ordering of your very own DAREXTRAVEL Debit Card

• Additional services will be offered via the DarexTravel Booking Platform:
✓ Room/ Apartment/ BnB accommodations
✓ Travel and tourist guides (local or commercial)
✓ Car- hire or ride- shares (excluding vendors such as Uber & Lyft)
• Private vendors can integrate their e-commerce shops by placing a request through our registry
approval system. (Security & background check for legitimacy of business operations)
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DAREXTRAVEL LITE WALLET
The DarexTravel Lite Wallet will be our mobile wallet backed by the Waves platform. The
downloadable, encrypted wallet will be used to store and transfer funds, or pay for services with
Dart. Transactions will take place over the Waves blockchain, and funds will only be accessible
with the use of a secure digital key, owned by the keeper of the wallet.
In addition to Dart, the lite wallet will also have the ability to hold funds in the form of USD.
In the future, additional cryptocurrencies will be added to the wallet.
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LITE WALLET PEER 2 PEER TRANSFERS
Consumers and investors can trade or transfer “DART” tokens between wallets without the
consent, knowledge or added fees of a third party. Use it to tip, pay or donate tokens to anyone
around the world within minutes. It’s safe, secure and 100% decentralised.
For the fraction of the typical fee to send someone funds on the other side of the globe, it could
take minutes for Mateo in Spain to send Yun-seo in South Korea enough Dart to come visit him
in Madrid!
DAREXTRAVEL online secured wallet https://darextravel.github.io/wallet/
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DAREXTRAVEL DEBIT
In the coming months, we will introduce our very own DAREXTRAVEL Debit Card which can
be purchased with “Dart” credits on our online e-commerce platform. Clients can purchase
goods and services through our decentralised store, hold funds like a paper wallet and pay for
Darextravel products/items in the real world. Our travel debit card will eliminate the
inconvenience of exchanging currencies prior to your trip with little to no fees.
Clients and investors can acquire a debit card, which will hold and process payments with Dart
We will also have fiat pairings within our platform and within your wallet, which can be
converted to Dart. Card holders can choose one of several different designs, which will be
available on our e-commerce store.
Sample of Diamond Debit Cards
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Clients can transfer funds to debit card and lock in fiat currency exchange rates using our
currency converter application. The card can also be used as an offline “paper wallet” to
store cryptocurrency using a QR code system which contains your wallet address.

**Full instructional material will be available once Debit Card road map is complete and
released to the public.
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MARKETING
DarexTravel is well positioned to a niche market for consumers and investors who see value
in decentralized, secure, and affordable travel booking.
Moving forward, our team plans to be very aggressive in our marketing campaign, and will
use some of the following tactics:
✓ Community bounty competitions related to travel experiences and promotion of the
product
✓ Paid influencers, personalities and community models
✓ Promotional videos, social media advertising
✓ Travel campaigns and sponsorships.
✓ Business partnerships within travel and relevant industries for adoption and
promotional purposes.

WAVES PLATFORM
DarexTravel cryptocurrency is built on the Waves DEX platform, which one of the safest and
most secure blockchains to date.
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Waves is an open-source blockchain platform, developed, marketed and operated by
Waves Platform AG, which allows users to launch their own custom cryptocurrency tokens.
Whilst other popular cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin and Ethereum can be traded on
external exchanges and Ethereum allows users to create new tokens on the platform using
a smart contract, Waves includes this functionality in its core software and wallet. Users can
create, transfer and exchange blockchain tokens on a peer-to-peer basis, paying
transaction fees in the native WAVES token.
(Reference - https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Waves_platform)

OUR TEAM – COMMUNITY DRIVEN
DarexTravel Cryptocurrency was launched from ICO on March 16, 2018 as a community
takeover from a previous project. The project laid dormant, but has since been revived by
our marketing specialist and original project developer (Full team members will be revealedplease refer to road map).
While working with the original developer, the new community development members have
combined our individual blockchain knowledge and skills to help make this unfinished
project a reality. Working with a motivated new team, DarexTravel can finally fly in the sky
and allow travellers around the world to benefit from all we have to offer!
We look forward to introducing our new, enthusiastic, and growing team to the community
as we work to bring an innovative concept to reality.
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ROAD MAP
The DarexTravel team has an aggressive road map, consisting of clearly defined
milestones. We expect that the success of our project will strongly depend on our ability to
deliver to the timeline as documented and published to the community. Version 2 of our
road map will be published in December 2018, and will include specific dates attached to
each milestone.
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DART SPECS
DarexToken is a non-re-issuable token (no more can be created)
50% of total coins have been bought.
Built on: Waves Platform
Token Name: DarexTravel
Symbol: Dart
Total Supply: 100,000,000,000 DART
Max Supply: 100,000,000,000 DART
Circulating Supply: Approx. 60,000,000,000 DART

EXCHANGES
Currently, DART can be purchased and traded on the following exchanges:
• CryptoHub
✓ https://cryptohub.online/market/DART/
• Waves DEX
✓ https://wavesplatform.com/product/dex
Currently, we are ahead of schedule and have already begun the process of applying to
new exchanges, with some announcements to follow soon!
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TOKEN DISTRIBUTION

NEW EXCHANGES
9%

DEVELOPMENT TEAM
10%

MARKETING
25%

DART TOKENS
CIRCULATION
56%
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SOCIAL
Website
http://www.darextravel.com/
Exchanges
https://cryptohub.online/market/
https://wavesplatform.com/product/dex
Lite Client wallet https://www.exchange.darextravel.com/
DarexTravel Online Holiday Booking website http://www.darextravel.com/
Telegram Channel English https://t.me/darextravelofficial
Telegram Channel Korean https://t.me/DarexTravelKorean
Discord https://discord.gg/AqhtSCu
Twitter English version https://twitter.com/DarexTravelPro
Twitter Spanish Version https://twitter.com/darextravel
Github https://github.com/DarexTravel
Instagram https://www.instagram.com/darextravel/
Facebook English version https://www.facebook.com/DarexTravel-Cryptocurrency-276983089553752/
Facebook: Spanish version: https://www.facebook.com/darextravel

